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Thrombosis is a common disease among communities and considered as one of
the main causes of death in developed countries. Because of major role of blood parameters
in the creation and development of this disease and methods of bypass graft to treat it,
understanding that how the blood function in vessels is important. In this study, a
constant flow of blood to the femoral pulse using the assumption of non-Newtonian fluid
and rigid-wall vessels with bypass linked with angles of 30, 45 and 60 degrees and the
percentage of stenosis 40, 70 and 100% of the simulation. The results showed that the use
of bypass in the vessel containing the stenosis, will reduce average shear stress exerted on
the main artery and bypass the angle ° 45 is the best performance of the other angles. Also
the effect of the magnetic field and gravity as the wall shear stress was investigated. The
results show that an increase in Hartmann number can increase average of pressure, also
by applying a magnetic field velocity profile to be flatter and increase the velocity gradient
increases shear stress near the wall.
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Arterial diseases are the most common
causes of death in the world, especially in
developed countries. Therefore, understanding
the causes and progression of these diseases have
a great importance. Atherosclerosis as a specific
form of arteriosclerosis is one of the most common
arterial diseases which caused by accumulation
of cholesterol and other fats in prone area of blood
vessels such as two branches and curvy vessels
and also where vessels have sudden expansion
which can cause cross section reduction of these
parts. Coronary, carotid and femoral arteries are
important in occurrence of these vascular

diseases. Many studies have shown a clear relation
between the flow patterns and atherosclerosis
tissues. For example, in all the above areas, shear
stress and shear stress gradients are low and high
respectively.

Bypass surgery is an effective method for
the treatment of thrombosis nowadays.
Development of intimal hyperplasia caused the
failure of this surgery due to various field of flow
in veins such as rotation, vortex movements,
distribution of shear stress on vessel walls and
etc. which are all associated with this phenomenon.
Statistical studies in USA (2000) suggested 30-60%
failure in bypass grafts in 5-10 years1 and 15-30%
of these failed surgeries will lead to death2. Factors
involved in the failure of these surgeries include
bypass connection techniques, bypass location,
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poor design of bypass, and etc. Bypass
configuration should be chosen to minimize the
turbulent flow and numerical simulation techniques
are a reasonable way to achieve this goal. Systole
and diastole flow blood in the arteries of body and
cause fluctuating motion of blood3. Various models
have been proposed due to simulation of blood
velocity in oscillation mode which are divided into
two categories. These categories are mathematical
simulation of blood oscillating motion and
experimental measurements to gain oscillating
motion graph. Calculated blood flow speed through
mathematical formulas are different with reality.
Despite to the difference between oscillating,
physiological motion of blood and sine or cosine
oscillating motion, using these mathematical
formulas would be useful and important in analytical
methods4. Experimental measurements of blood
fluctuation have been done by various methods
such as Doppler ultrasonic and electromagnetic
methods which is include electromagnetic flow-
meter and Doppler ultrasonic flow-meter5.

Experimental and mathematical models of
arteries clogging and solving the hemodynamic
issues which are associated with thrombosis have
been done in both numerical and analytical
approaches. Estimating the geometry and shape
of thrombosis are the most important part of
problem solving in these issues which would be
done by experimental measurement methods and
averaging and estimating by mathematical
functions6.

METHODS

Geometric model of femoral bypass
In this study, three-dimensional model of

femoral artery bypass with rigid wall is considered7.
Stenosis percent was 40, 70 and 100%. The
geometry of the vessel shown in Figure 1 in two
dimensions.

In this model á values are 30, 45 and 60
degrees and β degree was considered 0. Stenosis
percentage defines by [(Ai-As)/Ai] which Ai means
cross-sectional area of unclogging and As refers
to narrowest section of clogging area. In all cases,
distance between two connections and length of
clogging area were considered 16R and 4R (R:
radius of the vessel) respectively. As it shown in
figure 1, stenosis is in the center of bypass

geometry. The full stenosis was simulated by
removing part of the main vessel.

In order to reduce the computing time of
flow simulation, disorganized networks were used.
Desired geometry was modeling in SolidWorks
software and then grid by Gambit software. It is
notable that network congestion will be more close
to the walls. More network compression also was
used at junctions (input and output location of
bypass) and stenosis location (contraction
surface). An example network used in this study
has been shown in figure 2,8.

The equations and boundary conditions
Formula 1 shows the equation of vessels in
stenosis location.

Formula 1- The equation of vessels in stenosis
location. L: length of stenosis. ä: Maximum height
of stenosis
Vessel diameter was considered 0.0068m as a
standard and bypass diameter was considered
same as vessel. It should be noted that ideal
geometry was used in this study. This is due to
incomplete circular cross-section and variable
cross-section of real vessels. This simplification
suggests that some vessels would have more risk
to reclogging than others. [9]
Pulse flow was generated by an equation (Formula
2) with 230 mean Reynolds and a second cardiac
cycle which was defined by V. Deplano and M.
Siouffi. [10] This equation was selected due to its
widespread uses in laboratory and numerical
experiments.

Formula 2- Sinusoidal equation based on Reynolds.
Remean: Reynolds average. Reamp: Reynolds range
of fluctuation

Non-slip boundary condition was used
for the walls. The vessel displacements and strains
which are caused by heart fluctuations, were
withdrawn. Vessel walls were considered
impenetrable as well. Due to changes of speed with
time in any moment, a flow diagram (Figure 3) in
femoral vessel which indicates the phase changes
in blood flow over time was used in oscillating
mode. The blood flow was considered quiet and
incompressible, pulse steady state (unstable),
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Newtonian and non-Newtonian. In the case of
Newtonian blood viscosity is 0.00345 Pascal. [9]
Cross and Carreau-Yasuda models were used to
indicate viscosity in the case of non-Newtonian.
The used equations for continuity and momentum
of fluid to analysis and decomposition in the
presence of a magnetic field and gravity is shown
below (Formula 3).

 

 

Formula 3- Equations of continuity and momentum
of fluid. U: Velocity vector. P: Pressure. ρ: Density.
η: Viscosity fluid. g: Acceleration of gravity. β:
Volume expansion coefficient

RESULTS

The simulation results will be shown in
several sections in which the influence of
parameters such as stenosis percent, bypass angle,
magnetic field, and pulse flow on the speed,
pressure loss, shear stress, backflow and several
other effects are examined.
Comparison between the three models

In this section, fluid flow in the center of
the main vessel and the average shear stress on
their walls were simulated by Newtonian, Cross
and Carreau-Yasuda models. A comparison
between these three models showed that flow rate
in main vessel decreases through the bypass and

increases in the obstruction location. Finally, the
flow rate will be increased with the addition of fluid
from the bypass to the main vessel at the second
junction site. Shear stress also increased at the
junction site of the bypass and obstruction
location. It was also illustrated that Cross and
Carreau-Yasuda models are like Newtonian and
non-Newtonian models respectively. Carreau-
Yasuda model was used for next steps of this study.
Velocity profile

The maximum and minimum values of axial
velocity in the main vessel can be seen in the table
1. In all three Reynolds, the maximum velocity was
observed in 70% stenosis with 60 degree of bypass
angle.
Impact of the bypass on wall shear stress

Figure 4 shows the distribution of shear
stress in the bottom wall of the main vessel without
and with bypass by 30, 45 and 60 degrees angles
for Reynolds 250 and 70% stenosis. According to
the figure, due to decrease of blood flow in a vessel
with bypass, shear stress is less in comparison of
the vessel without bypass. In bypass mode, the
flow rate into the main vessel will be more by
increasing the bond angle. It is notable that due to
this phenomenon shear stress will be increased in
this area as well. After stenosis location, a strong
vortex flow will be created especially in non-bypass
mode which is the main reason of negative shear
stress. These events demonstrate the need and
importance of bypass surgery.

Table 1. Maximum and minimum of axial velocity at Reynolds 125, 250 and 400 (m/s)

   Bypass angle (30°)       Bypass angle (45°)          Bypass angle (60°)

125 250 400 125 250 400 125 250 400

40% stenosis Max 0.10795 0.20993 0.31982 0.11131 0.21619 0.34128 0.12073 0.23214 0.3639
Min 0 0 -0.0038 0 -0.0015 -0.0053 0 -0.003 -0.009

70% stenosis Max 0.12502 0.23546 0.35046 0.14126 0.26151 0.38719 0.15718 0.29092 0.4279
Min 0 -0.0052 -0.0209 -0.0004 -0.009 -0.0278 -0.003 -0.020 -0.042

Table 2. Maximum velocity on central line of stenosis
in the main vessel at various time of oscillation

Oscillation t1= 2.25s t2= 2.5s t3= 2.75s t4= 3s

0.2 0.1725 0.1265 0.0888 0.137
0.4 0.2111 0.1195 0.0425 0.1415
0.6 0.2475 0.11 0.008 0.1473

Mean of wall shear stress
According to the figure 5, the average of

shear stress in 45° bypass is lower than two other
angles. For example, in Reynolds 400, the shear
stress of 60° to 45° is 4.9%. Due to the increase in
shear stress causes damage to the vessel walls,
bypass with 45° angle can be choose as the
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Fig. 1. The geometry of the issue. α: Angle of bypass connection. β: The main vain angle

Fig. 3. Entry flow rate to vessel

Fig. 4. The shear stress of bottom wall with 70%
stenosis, Reynolds 250 and various angle of the bypass

Fig. 5. Comparison of shear stress on bottom
wall between various bypass angles in
various Reynolds with 70% stenosis

Fig. 2. Disorganization network
quality applied for femoral bypass
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optimum angle for these type of surgeries.
Backflow

In Figure 6, different areas of the vessel
and bypass marked with numbers. The results
illustrated that the vortex flow will be increased at
the entrance of the bypass (Area 1) due to more
flow rate in main vessel by increasing the bond
angle. There is no vortex flow in area 2 in non-
bypass mode, but it will be formed in presence of
bypass with three angles which are used in this
study. Vortices will be formed in onward place by
increasing the bond angle. Our results showed the
forming place of vertices for 30°, 45°, and 60° of
bond angle will be 0.02705, 0.02388, and 0.02231 m
to the entrance of bypass, respectively. The length
of vortex in area 2 was 0.01315, 0.01272, and 0.01223
m for bond angles of 30°, 45°, and 60° respectively
which represents the reduction of vortices length
by increasing the bond angle in this area.
Magnetic field

The applied magnetics force on blood
flow acts as a resisting tensile force which cause
slowing of this flow and thus increase the apparent
viscosity. In addition, the magnetic field makes
boundary layers thicker and increase the velocity
gradient near the walls which increase shear stress.
Pulsed flow

 When the cardiac cycle fluctuations are
taken into account, we are faced with frequent
changes of flow that affect other hemodynamic
properties. Using three cycles is necessary to
remove the influencing factors on blood flow.

The maximum velocity in the center of
main vessel is shown in table 2 for Reynolds 230,
45° of bypass angle in 70% stenosis. Velocity was
measured in various times and three oscillation
time (0.2, 0.4, and 0.6)
The effect of gravitational acceleration

Results were evaluated in four states
considering the gravitational acceleration:
- Horizontal vessel (β= 0°, g= 0 m/s2)
- Horizontal vessel (β= 0°, g= -9.806 m/s2)
- Vertical vessel (β= 90°, g= -9.806 m/s2) -

(Blood flow in the opposite direction of
gravity)

- Vertical vessel (β= 90°, g= -9.806 m/s2) -
(Blood flow in the direction of gravity)

For this examination, the central velocity
of main vessel in stenosis location of a vessel with
40% stenosis, Reynolds 125 and 45° of bypass
angle were measured. Our results indicated that
the maximum velocity in stenosis location is 0.11137
m/s for first case and it was 0.1174 m/s in presence
of gravity (second case). In the third case, the
maximum velocity reached to 0.10614 m/s in upward
flow and in forth case the maximum velocity
increased to 0.1206 by effect of gravity. The results
show the influence and importance of gravity,
especially in the third and fourth cases.

DISCUSSION

Arterial diseases are the most common
causes of death in the world, especially the
developed countries and atherosclerosis is the
most common one of these types of diseases.
Atherosclerosis causes due to accumulation of
cholesterol and fat in vessels and reduce the cross-
section. Bypass surgery is the most effective
treatment strategy for these patients. Bypass
surgery technique and choosing the best location
and bond angle for bypass are key points of this
strategy. In general, according to the results, it can
be said that choosing the bypass location and right
bond angle11 with respect to the other parameters
such as blood flow rate12, shear stress13, and
gravitational acceleration effects14 have very
important impacts on success of bypass surgery.
It is notable that non-Newtonian assumption for
blood in the vessels has a particular significance
and should not ignore15.

The results show that increasing the

Fig. 6. Flow lines in 70% stenosis, Reynolds
250 and various angles of bypass.
A. 0°, B. 30°, C. 45°, and D. 60°
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Reynolds number, bypass angle, and stenosis
percent increase the maximum and minimum values
of velocity and shear stress16-18. Rising too quickly
of blood flow causing detachment of plaques from
the stenosis and send them to veins with smaller
diameter which may cause a heart attack. Bypass
surgery caused a sharp decline in the average of
shear stress. Same to the other results19, our results
indicated that bypass with 45° angle has the lowest
shear stress in comparison to the 30° and 60° and
from this point of view, this angle would be the
best angle for bypass. However, consideration of
gravitational acceleration terms can help to improve
bypass surgery outcome. When flow is against
the gravity, the average of shear stress is more
than aligned flow with gravity. On the other hand
the backflow will be observed when flow is against
the gravity. Hence it can be concluded that bypass
surgery is more appropriate for vessels with blood
flow in the opposite direction of gravity20-21. In all
three domains of the oscillation, the backflow also
observed in pulsatile flow of down vessel wall
before and after the stenosis site in the maximum
flow rate. According to this, the length of vortices
will be increased due to amplitude amplification. It
is notable that the backflow was not observed in
minimum flow rate of 0.2 and 0.4 amplitude. The
backflow was observed in upper wall of bypass in
all three amplitude with maximum flow rate, but it
was formed in 0.2 amplitude of minimum flow rate.
Through extensive research on the dynamics of
biological fluid in the presence of a magnetic field
it has been found that of blood as a biological fluid
as a magnetic behavior. This property are attributed
to the intercellular proteins, the cell membrane, and
hemoglobin as a form of iron oxide22-23. Thus the
magnetic field leads to a reduction in axial velocity
of blood. According to the results, the exerted
magnetic force on the blood act as a resisting
tensile force and normalize the blood flow and also
increase the apparent viscosity. In addition, the
effect of the magnetic field leads to a reduction in
the thickness of the boundary layer, thus shear
stress will increase due to increasing the velocity
gradient near the walls.
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